Closing Grain & Soybean Comments
Kevin Riesberg Friday, May 31,
31 2013
Corn: Corn closed higher with concern planting delays as weather models call for another storm system
middle of next week and as we move past Preventative Planting dates. This past Tuesday
Tu
crop progress
report indicated there were over 13 mln acres of corn to plant with the bulk of them in IA, MN, WI and IL,
see table. With the rainfall
this week across much of
Iowa and central IL (see maps
below) there will be little
progress made except
ex
in parts
of OH, KY and TN. Planting
progress Monday night could
increase to 90% but would
leave over 9 mln acres planted
after June 1.
The USDA did deny rumors
that preventative planting
dates were going to be
pushed back. So producers
must now make
ma the decision if

to abandon those acres and take the insurance money, continue to plant corn but risk lower yields/
yield &
insurance payments or to switch to soybeans. Currently idea on the amount of acres that could get
switched to soybeans range from 2--4
4 mln acres. Note that NASS survey for the planting acreage report
started yesterday and runs through June 15th ((Acres report is out June 28th). The table below shows
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different scenarios with corn plantings down 2 - 4 mln acres from the March intentions
intention number. A 4 mln
acre drop with the current USDA demand
projection would drop ending carryout below 1.4
bln bu, but still is considerably looser than our
current carryout. Old/new crop inverses firmed
today inspite of the looming index rolls next
week. Basis levels are holding steady with a
slight uptick on farmer selling of new crop.
Country contacts indicate that July corn toward
$6.75-7.00
7.00 will find new round of selling and in
new crop toward $5.75-6.00.
6.00. This afternoon's
Commitment of Traders report
repo showed spec
funds going long now on corn. Focus next week
will be on Monday's planting progress and if the
rains are as heavy as forecast for the latter part
of next week.

WHEAT: Wheat market was dragged higher with
corn today though the US market continues to struggle with the GMO fall out. S. Korea announced it would
suspend purchases of US wheat for the time being while it tested various wheat and flour in different parts of the
US for GMO. At this point there does not appear to be much of a sh
shift
ift to Canada but will need to be monitored.
Some chatter that Australia could pick up some Asian business but old crop supplies are tight there along with
shipping slots. In other export news Iraq booked wheat from Russia for July
July-Sept
Sept slot. India tenders
tend
to export
another 100k tons. Other export news was light today. SRW harvest is getting underway in the South with good
yields reported while harvest is moving north in Texas. HRW basis firmed 4
4-6
6 cents for the mid to lower protein
levels today. Trade
de continues to focus on movement of SRW for this summer into the Southern Plains feed yards.
Trade keeping eye on possible heavy rains for Delta/Southeast in the extended weather models (disease issues).
Funds remains large shorts in Chicago of over 60k contracts. Look for wheat to remain a follower of corn short
term.
SOY-COMPLEX: Beans and meal were higher as weekly export sales pace on soymeal continues to clip along at
over 149k tons and now surpassing the USDA projection. The trade shrugged off the old crop bean cancelations
as the meal export number shows that it's the domestic crush pace that we need to slow. The market has pretty
much factored in the Chinese cancelations of soybean cargoes out of Brazil. Ultimately these bushels should just
j
get rolled forward. US made a rare soyoil sale to Germany of 30k tons (thought to be tied to the slow shipments
out of S. America on soyoil). New crop
soybeans are getting support from concern
about late planting when in reality there is
plenty of time
me in June to get the crop in (most
states have June 15 to 20th date on
Preventative Planting). The table at left shows
that even if we pick up 2 mln acres from the
March Intentions, a drop of 1 bpa to a more
reasonable 43.5 bpa would leave ending stocks
at the current USDA estimate. But ending stocks
could push over 300 mln bu if we were to see an
increase of 3 mln acres on plantings (even with
43.5 bpa yield). This should keep rallies of Nov
beans in check. US soybean basis is steady to
softer at the processors with softening meal
basis. Look for weather and planting progress
to dominate the trade on Monday.
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This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This
material is not a research report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are an
experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on
this communication in making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS
COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR
RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS
ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS
COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable
investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading
advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not
guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment
at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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